Nuclear disarmament rep’s visit a good time to flex Canadian foreign policy muscle

Prime Minister Justin Trudeau would better display Canada’s worthiness for a UN Security Council seat by action to back the body’s efforts to put some teeth in nuclear disarmament.
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EDMONTON—In a world that seems every week to be further jetisoning international law on global security as ugly national populism rises, is there any hope for the elimination of nuclear weapons? Or is nuclear disarmament a mirage, its wispy allure always over an ever-clouding horizon?

Well, perhaps the same question could have been put to those courageous souls who started the campaigns against slavery, against colonialism, against apartheid. It took years and years before the critical mass of public opinion turned against these evils, thereby making political action a necessity. We are now witnessing the power of such a transformation moment with the issue of climate change.

The other great issue of our times, nuclear disarmament, is facing perhaps the gravest nuclear weapons challenge since the 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis, and needs the same illumination that global warming needs, with the issue of climate change.
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The current Canadian government very much wants to be elected to a non-permanently seat on his recent trip to the country, but Canada’s backing of UN efforts towards nuclear disarmament would be a more worthy endeavour, writes Douglas Roche. Twitter photograph by Adam Scotti.
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